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What Does Beauty Have to Do with Business?
by Suzanne Merritt

25 senior scientists in Holland collect specimens of beauty in an art museum. 500 YPO
millionaires in Manila create collages of the beauty of business beyond the bottom line. In
Helsinki an MBA class takes a field trip to a local art gallery in search of new product ideas.
In Boston, a leadership team sings the new business blues. In Seattle, a software development
team settles into their seats to….. learn to draw?

What is going on? Are these business leaders wasting valuable time and money on some new
form of boondoggle, or are they perhaps being forced to participate in a dreaded “touchy feely”
training session likely to end with a group hug?

On the contrary, these individuals are all engaged in an intensive form of arts-based training for
professional development. You might think of it as a ropes course for innovators. Rather than
being outward bound, they are inward bound. Participants take risks, challenge assumptions, and
enter uncharted territory. No, they will not be asked to leap from the top of a pole or walk
blindfolded down a narrow path, but they might be asked to draw a self-portrait or write a poem.

I realize many leaders would rather leap from that pole than pick up a pencil and draw, but the

personal and professional rewards of an arts-based process make it worth taking a closer look. If
you have a personal passion for the arts, you may be surprised to discover how your interest in
art can be harnessed to accelerate your success as a leader of innovation. Arts-based methods
being used in organizations around the world can help you connect to the secret power of beauty
in order to improve your business and the people in it.

This article offers some practical suggestions for how to do just that. First we will tell the story
of the discovery of a connection between beauty and business made at the Polaroid Creativity
Lab over a decade ago, which led to the development of a specific form of arts-based training
called InSightArt. Then we will explore more recent applications in other companies to illustrate
how this approach improves employee engagement and inspires innovation in a wide range of
situations. The article concludes by offering some simple practices you can use in your own
organization right away.

Polaroid Creativity Lab – Connecting Beauty and Business

Don’t undertake a project unless it is manifestly important and nearly impossible.
Edwin Land, Inventor

In the late 1980s and early 1990s Polaroid Corporation was a place where discovery,
experimentation, and innovation were encouraged in all areas of the business, including training
and development. In the midst of this corporate climate, which encouraged bold thinking, I was

asked to found a center to generate the imaginative new ideas that would “invent our future” as a
company.

In 1991, we opened the Creativity Lab in an historic landmark building in Cambridge,
Massachusetts that once housed Dr. Land’s office. Inspiring quotations and stories of the good
old days with this visionary leader often found their way into our workshops. This encouraged us
to think boldly and to aspire to do important work necessary to invent the future. In this
imaginative space modeled after an artist’s studio, we ran hundreds of brainstorming sessions,
workshops, and programs with the purpose of boosting creativity and innovation. The Lab was
open to all functional groups from marketing to strategic planning and new product development.
There was always something thought-provoking happening in the Lab and the space was often
booked weeks in advance. People loved spending time there. It was good for them and good for
business.

According to an innovation audit conducted by the Polaroid Market Research Division, the
Polaroid Creativity Lab generated ideas valued at over 60 million dollars during its 6 years of
operation, while generating a great deal of creative energy and enthusiasm on the part of
employees who spent time there.

As founder of the Lab, I was certified in nine excellent innovation methodologies ranging from
de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats to Creative Problem Solving. But something was lacking from
these methodologies. It is true that each method offered a particular perspective, some were

intellectually rigorous, some stimulated the imagination, and still others encouraged the use of
senses and emotion. But knowing which method to use when was not easy and often required
training participants in sometimes complicated steps and processes before they could get into
applying the method to a real business challenge. Another shortcoming was the fact that many
tools and techniques allow participants to stay one step removed from the creative process.

Over time, I concluded that we needed a new way of working—an approach that would engage
the imagination, sensibilities, and intellect simultaneously and draw upon the natural creative
abilities we already have within us as human beings. As we experimented with different ways to
get teams more directly engaged in the creative process, we discovered a remarkable link
between beauty and business, and we learned that when you use arts-based methods to get to the
aesthetic dimension of innovation, it has the potential to change the way people see the world
and their place in it. From this new vantage point, new connections are made, new possibilities
seen, and new opportunities created.

The introduction of arts-based methods at the Polaroid Creativity Lab yielded immediate
benefits. Through the arts, we had discovered how to tap into an authentic source of creative
energy in individuals and teams by connecting them to their work in more meaningful ways. The
quality of ideas generated by the participants improved, and their behavior shifted. They had
more energy, enthusiasm, and intrinsic motivation. They were more engaged in the idea
development process from inception to implementation.

Even now, years later, participants report they still employ the habits and behaviors introduced in
the sessions where drawing, collage, or photography were used. This lasting transformation is the
secret power of arts-based methods. Because they were required to experience the authentic
creative process, aesthetic experiences opened them to deeper connections to the world and each
other, fostering both insights into customer needs and creative responses to them.

InSightArt
InSightArt is the approach to arts-based training we developed at the Creativity Lab. It was the
unifying solution to our desire to engage hearts and minds and emphasize the value of personal
insight, which serves as a springboard to organizational innovation.

InSightArt is distinctly different from much training, including arts-based training, because the
ultimate goal is transformation rather than transfer. From the beginning, it was meant to be a way
of being rather than a tool, and while there is an element of skill building involved, that was not
the goal. Rather than focusing on the development of arts-based skills that could be applied to
the business world, we offer participants experiences with the power to transform their views of
the world, thereby creating new connections that are deep and meaningful. We want participants
to develop a heightened sense of awareness of the elusive aesthetic factor—which we called the
“A Factor”—in the world around us. The A-Factor is the elusive star quality that must be present
for a product or idea to succeed in the marketplace. You know it when you see it even if you
can’t name it, but with training you’re far more likely to be able to create it.

I first became interested in the Aesthetic Factor after hearing an inspiring presentation by Naoto
Fukasawa, an IDEO product developer. In 1995, Clark University’s Graduate School of
Management organized a conference in Luxembourg to explore the Aesthetic Dimension of
Business. Mr. Fukasawa’s presentation, entitled “The Theory of Hari in Design,” sparked my
interest in naming this unnamed quality and creating practical ways to apply it when designing
not only a new product but processes and services as well.

By collecting personal experiences of beauty from participants in workshops, I identified eight
patterns of beauty that comprise the A Factor: vitality, luminosity, unity in variety, complexity,
utility, simplicity, synchronicity, and sublimity. These patterns are everywhere, but you have to
slow down and learn to look carefully in order to spot them. I believe that at least one of these
must be present for a new idea to really shine. InSightArt was designed to help our participants
learn how to recognize the eight patterns in nature, experience them in art, and apply them to
business. We weren’t trying to make business people into artists but rather to deepen their ability
to experience the aesthetic dimension of life.

Through experience, we discovered that without an initial deep connection or insight into a real
human need for one of the patterns, our participants’ efforts to innovate often went astray, forcing
our teams to go back to the drawing board again and again to get it right. We learned that
applying skills of observation, connection-making, and aesthetic judgment often resulted in
higher quality ideas at the early stages of the innovation process. We helped Polaroid generate
new product and service ideas that “got it right from the start” more often.

This approach, which engages imagination and intellect simultaneously, works best when
innovators invest something of themselves into producing and perceiving works of art. To be
effective, the A-Factor has to come from direct experience of the innovator and must be there
from the beginning of the process. It cannot be grafted on later in the project. Having more
aesthetic experiences is the best way to increase the chances that innovators will be able to create
the A-Factor in their work. This is great news if the experience of beauty is an important part of
your life.

All the programs of InSightArt are based on a three-step process designed to deepen the
participants’ engagement with their creativity, and to yield higher quality ideas:

1. COLLECT: Making precise observations of emerging patterns, based on ideas, impressions,
and information gathered from the world around you.
2. CONNECT: Making sense of ambiguous or complex information, using metaphor and
questions to find new connections between what you notice and your own business situation.
3. CREATE: Making choices about what deserves time and attention, to focus on creating
solutions that have the A-Factor.

Encouraging Active Observation with Notebooks
It is not helpful just to ask people to be more observant, it is better to give them some practices
that will build this capacity. Begin by engaging people in becoming more observant, perceptive,

constantly curious, and able to see with fresh eyes. Be awake to what is going on around you
with a sense of wonder, fascination, and engagement. Much can be learned about this stance
from artists. Many artists often make a visual or verbal note of what they observe. They find
inspiration in the world around them every day. They stop and study what most of us just walk
by without seeing. Keeping an artists’ sketchbook or notebook is the first step we introduce in all
our programs. Later these observations can be mined for consumer insights and new business
opportunities.

Here is an example of this process from the point of view of a program participant in a public
relations firm from four years ago:

[I learned] to be a much more aware observer of everything around me and to recognize that
inspiration and insight come when you keep your eyes and mind open to the discoveries that
abound all around. I also learned to question my biases and default behaviors. I have become a
keener observer and rigorous thinker, which definitely lead to more innovative and creative
ideas. I never leave home without a moleskin journal in my bag. You think you will remember
what you see and what catches your attention but it is impossible. We are overloaded with so
many messages and stimuli. I have truly trained myself to capture a note; or take a picture with
my mobile phone. Just knowing I have my journal with me encourages more conscious
observation and awareness.

One example I can offer is watching people on the train interacting with technology (phones,
laptops, iPods etc.) and noticing the expressions on their faces; their body language. Seeing the
relationships people have formed with their devices. This helps to provide the insight that
captures the emotional connection people have to their consumer electronics and the role they
now play in our lives. This observation has led to more compelling creative ideas. Our client,
Nokia, has been able to stand out in the crowd and clutter of mobile device campaigns.

Keeping a notebook challenges the participants to change their behavior. They have to be active
observers. They have to make the effort to notice something and capture it in some form. It
introduces a discipline, a daily practice that people have to commit to and keep. Further, it
develops the thinking process of moving from observation to insight and from insight into action.
Anyone can do this but they need to establish the habit of COLLECT, CONNECT, and
CREATE.

Building Confidence through Drawing
Another powerful method for building the habits of COLLECT, CONNECT, and CREATE is to
teach people to draw. This requires a deeper level of seeing than described above in the use of
sketchbooks. The work of Dr. Betty Edwards, author of Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain,
offers the best methods I have found for shifting how people see possibilities.

Mary Viola was leading a team of engineers when she took a course in learning to draw many
years ago. She offers the following story about her experience and how she is still using what she

learned in her current position as Director of Engineering Leadership Programs at Tufts
University.

It has been 14 years since I went through the process of learning to draw and have to say that
experience has stayed with me all these years. Especially the part about learning to see negative
space. I still shift my attention to look at what is not there, what is not being said, who is not
sending me email, for example. At the time I took the program I thought, well great, this will help
our team solve a problem. We can use this right away. But I never could have anticipated how
long that experience would influence the way I see things.

When it comes to opportunity finding I focus on what is not there, what is missing in the market.
That is the opportunity space. Forget about everything else. Being able to shift to see this space
led to the plans now in process to establish an engineering school in India. Then, in order to get
others to buy into the vision, you have to fill in the details like in a drawing; you start with the
overall sketch and keep adding details until others can see the whole picture.

Mary was able to COLLECT some new ways of seeing, CONNECT this through the use of
metaphor, and years later CREATE a new business opportunity by thinking about her university
using this frame. When I called her about this article, she had just been talking with a leading
creativity-training organization and making her point by a reference to negative space. She said it
is a standard thinking tool for her.

Learning to draw is very difficult. Many participants begin the workshop with crossed arms and
closed minds, determined to fail. They are certain they cannot draw. Never could, never will. It
was often quite a shock that at the end of the day they had succeeded in drawing their own hand.
A life-long assumption about themselves had been shattered in a matter of hours. They would
then begin to ask what else they might be capable of by applying what they had learned. This is a
great confidence builder for a team facing what seems like an impossible project.

Finding Vision through Collage
Another practice for collecting insights, connecting them to your business challenge, and
creating innovative solutions, is to work with images. Many facilitators work with collages but
there is a secret to making the process produce a satisfying result.

A new business team for the Platform Testing Solutions Department at a leading
telecommunication company needed to write a vision statement. All were managers who were
willing to try something new to help them formulate a compelling vision statement that would
engage others as they grew their business. So we designed an exercise called Visual Vision.
Rather that beginning with words, we began with images cut from magazines.

Team members were instructed to imagine the desired future state of their business and then use
their intuition to COLLECT images, colors, and shapes that somehow seemed related to that
future vision. Once these were selected they worked together to CONNECT—to interpret and
express the meaning these images held for them personally. This process involved each

individual in the development of a shared vision. It required that they engage their imaginations,
sensibilities, and intellects to tap into the deeper sense of what they wanted to CREATE for
themselves and others. The colors, shapes, and images expressed the qualitative rather than
quantitative dimension of the vision.

The secret to making an exercise like this a success is to press participants for precision and
specificity. In this case, the details also helped to bring them out of their pervading feeling that
this artsy stuff was the warm-up, that the real training was to come. When they translated the
images they selected into words, I’d apply pressure and ask challenging questions to spark some
emotion and passion. Then I’d step back and let them get it down on paper. The result was a fully
drafted vision statement at the end of their two-day class. They were able to CREATE a vision
statement with rich meaning for them that went well beyond the typical clichés. And they learned
a great deal about themselves and each other in the process. They learned how to collaborate
creatively.

Some years later I repeated this process with 500 members of the Young Presidents Organization
at their regional meeting in Manila. These millionaires were asked to create a collage of their
personal vision of what they could create in their communities, beyond the bottom line. Nothing
much happened at first but slowly, table by table, the energy and activity began to build as they
COLLECTED images and glued them down. When I asked them to start to discuss the meaning
of their images with others at their tables, the CONNECTION sparked something unexpected.
One group at the back of the room got up and posted their collages on the back wall of the

ballroom so they could see them all at once. Then another group followed their lead and then
another. I had not planned on this. Before I knew what was happening, the entire back wall of the
ballroom was being transformed into one giant mural made up of all the collages.

They CREATED something far more powerful than a simple collage; they created a way to talk
to each other about their dreams. This shared vision became the focal point of the rest of the
conference and became the gathering place for networking and discussion. People wanted to
show each other their vision and tell their story. Using InSightArt methods, you never know what
may happen when people take the leap from skeptical observer to full participant. Be prepared to
let the process take on a life of its own.

Seeing Context through Art
In another instance, an MBA class at the Helsinki School of Economics involved in new product
development went through a clear process designed to sharpen their skills of slowing down to
really see. This international group of mostly senior people at their companies was asked to go to
the Amos Anderson Art Museum to look at a photography collection. We gave them practice in
interpreting and discussing the multiple meanings a photograph might have. Through this
exercise they became aware of the importance of context in understanding what is really going
on and to be aware of how assumptions can distort your observations.

In the class, they discussed how what they were learning applied to their own fields, for example
how to observe customers and how to sense what the customers were not saying or doing. This

taught them to see the practical relevance of studying art, then when the class ended they could
immediately apply what they had learned and were better prepared to recognize new
opportunities as they scanned the horizons of human behavior and needs. They understood that it
is not just what you see (COLLECT), but how you interpret (CONNECT) what you see that
determines appropriate action (CREATE) in the early stages of product development.

Using the A-Factor to Judge Ideas
To really succeed at leading innovation, you need to pick the winners. There comes a time when
you have to use your expertise to judge an idea in the same way an art critic looks at a painting.
Let’s say your public relations firm comes to you with two ideas for a new product launch event.
These two will cost the same, take the same amount of time and effort to execute, and give you
access to the right market demographic. How do you choose? You go for the A-Factor. Look for
the idea that has something about it that you can’t quite name but you notice. When all other
factors are equal the A-Factor makes all the difference.

Here is how the A-Factors tie in with COLLECT, CONNECT, CREATE in practice. First
introduce the eight patterns of beauty to your team. Then ask them to COLLECT examples of
these in their visual journals as they exist in nature, art, and products. Vitality for example is
created in art through the use of vibrant colors, surprise, or lines radiating from a central point.
Once they have collected specimens of all the patterns, thereby building their aesthetic
awareness, ask them to look at their own ideas using this same frame. They will quickly see how
to modify and rework their ideas until they can clearly say, “The beauty of it is . . .”

Engaging with Real Problems
These examples have two things in common. Participants report that they were able to apply
what they learned right away and that they continue to use these ways of seeing to spot high
quality business opportunities years later.

Some training methods provide immediate results, others long-term impact. But the elegant
solution offers both simultaneously. To achieve this, participants must get a taste of the
effectiveness of the method during the program by working on a real business problem, and there
must be an element of the training that challenges the participant to step in and personally engage
in the work being done. In this way you do more than develop skills that can be transferred to
other situations; you spark a personal transformation that may include a breakthrough in selfconfidence, a breakdown of old assumptions, and the creation of new connections, all personal
factors that can continue to grow over the course of a lifetime.

Suzanne Merritt, Founder of “Ideas With Merritt,” Boston, MA, is a creativity and innovation
practitioner with 20 years of experience in arts-based leadership training. Ms. Merritt combines
her Master of Aesthetic Education, Kutztown University, PA with over a decade of Polaroid
experience and corporate global expertise to move leaders from inspiration to innovation through
art.

